Time
To
Think
About
The
Future?

Welcome to
Trinity Falls
Kairos Technologies is proud to present the world’s first and only cryostasis facility: Trinity Falls.
In a world of uncertainty, why take the risk?
He ne’er is crown’d
With immortality, who fears to follow
Where airy voices lead.
- John Keats
At Kairos Technologies, we believe the future holds the answer to all of
this generation’s fears.

The world as we know it is changing. This is an undeniable fact. Climate
change saw the hottest temperatures on record last year; Lizerski
Hyperlymphoma continues to claim lives as spread of the super-cancer
advances. The immediate future is uncertain - and our top experts suggest
it is likely to get far worse before it gets better.

Trinity Falls is a state-of-the-art facility utilising exclusive cryo-stasis
technology to secure you and your families a place in a better future.
Designed to withstand even the most devastating of natural disasters or
man-made weapons, our stasis chambers will keep you safely preserved
for as many years as you choose. Additionally, our cutting edge sensors
and unprecedented computer analysis can bring you the peace of mind
that comes from knowing your awakening will be in a safe, secure
environment.

Perhaps you want to meet your great, great grandchildren. Perhaps you
wish to see a life where cancer or the common cold are no more. Perhaps
you simply are driven by the insatiable desire to know the answer to that
potently human question: What comes next?

What Is Cryostasis?
First, let us tell you what it’s not:

Unlike previous forms of cryostasis, your body’s fluids remain where
they were meant to be - inside you! Rather than replacing your blood
with artificial chemicals in order to prevent damage due to the sideeffects of freezing, Kairos Technologies uses an innovative and
proprietary process which utilizes the quantum effects which occur at
extremely low temperatures.

Bodily integrity is maintained at all times by our highly competent stasis
technicians - the all-natural process means that the only chemical you
will encounter is a mild sedative designed to give a perfectly restful and
dreamless sleep.

Once inside our luxuriously comfortable and ergonomically designed
stasis pods, you will be embedded inside one of our highly secure
underground chambers, to sleep through the coming apocalypse.

Everything is specifically designed, and rigorously tested, in order to let
you emerge feeling refreshed, relaxed, and alert. With our technology,
you’ll be in tip-top condition to greet a brave new world.

About Kairos Technologies
Founded in 2010, Kairos Technologies is a provider of innovative
solutions to complex problems and a pioneer in cutting edge research.
Best known for synthesising Chronomex - the chemical found in most
modern industrial lubricants - the company also consults for medical
giants Medicanth and Biosense, as well as designing and manufacturing
parts used in navigation sensors in the ODIN space shuttle.
Trinity Falls and its stasis technology is the product of Dr. Quinn
Ashcroft, head of the Experimental Research Department.
Contact us
Places in Trinity Falls are at a premium, with only 1500 pods currently
built in our secure underground facility. Although plans for expansion
are ongoing, in order to secure a place for you and your loved ones, we
recommend applying today online.
www.trinityfallsfacility.org.uk
Alternatively, Biosense have purchased a hundred places for a charity
auction later this year. For more information, please go to: www.
biosense-equipment.com

